CLOSED IDEALS IN THE BALL ALGEBRA
HAKAN HEDENMALM
Section 0
Let Bn be the
analytic functions
the space A(Bn) =
Sn = dBn, D = Blt
zero set

open unit ball of Cn, and let HQO(B^) be the algebra of bounded
on Bn, endowed with the uniform norm on Bn. The ball algebra is
C(Bn) n //°°(Z?ra), also given the uniform norm on Bn. We will write
and T = Sv For a collection J5" of functions in A(Bn), associate the

f(z) = 0 for all

fe&},

and if £ c Bn, introduce the closed ideal

Jf(E) = {feA(Bn):f=O

on

E).

In Section 2, we will show every closed ideal / in A(Bn) has the form

where [I]wi, denotes the weak-star closure of / in //°°(/?n). However, we have not yet
said what the weak-star topology on //°°(/?ra) is. The space L™(Sn) is the dual space
of ^(S 1 ,,), so it has a weak-star topology. One can think of //°°(# n ) as a subspace of
Lx(Sn) via radial limits, and it turns out that as such it is weak-star closed. We define
the weak-star topology on //°°(fij by saying that a set U <= /7°°(Z?n) is open if there
is a weak-star open set V c Lx(Sn) with U = V n HK(Bn). It is not hard to check that
[/],„, is a (weak-star closed) ideal in //°°(fin).
Let us look more closely at the case n = 1. Every weak-star closed ideal in HX(D)
has the form uHx(D), for some inner function u. It follows that every closed ideal /
in A(D) has the form
I=J(Z(I)
n T) fl uH™(D),
where u is the inner function determined (up to a constant multiple) by
[/](/;* = uH'o(D). This result is known as the Beurling-Rudin theorem [3, pp. 82-89].
Unfortunately, when n > 1, no concrete description of the weak-star closed ideals
in Hx(Bn) is known. Indeed, it is rather unlikely that one will ever be found. This of
course limits the usefulness of Theorem 2.1.
For a function feA(Bn), let / ( / ) be the closure of the principal ideal generated by
/ , and put

Z(f) = {zeBn:f(z) = 0}.
Say t h a t / i s BR-outer if Z(f) a Sn and / ( / ) = J(Z(J)).
the following. IffeA(Bn)
is BR-outer, then

In Section 3, we will show

log |/(0)| = [ log |/| dp,

(0.1)
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for all Jensen measures p for 0. If, on the other hand, (0.1) holds for all representing
measures p for 0, it follows that/is BR-outer. If n = 1, there is only one representing
measure, namely normalized Lebesgue measure on T. This yields the well-known
result that a function feA(D) is BR-outer if and only if it is outer in the sense that

\og\f(ei6)\d6/2n.

log |/(0)|=
J -n

If n > 1, not every representing measure for the origin is a Jensen measure.
Section 1
Let an denote normalized Lebesgue measure on the sphere Sn, and let M(Sn) be
the space of finite Borel measures on Sn. We may regard M(Sn) as the dual space of
C(Sn) via the dual action
<fu>=\
Jsn

fdp.,

feC(Sn),

We will write/// for the Borel measure with d{fii) =fdpt.
A representing measure for 0 is a Borel probability measure on Sn such that

f(O) = j fdp, fcA(Bn).
We will denote by M0(Sn) the convex set of representing measures for the origin. A
measure peM0(Sn) is a Jensen measure if
log |/(0)| < |

log I/I dp,

feA(Bn).

Section 2
THEOREM

2.1. Every closed ideal I in A(BJ has the form

/=</(Z(/)ns n )n [/]„..
Proof. Let </> €A(Bn)* be such that 0 1 /. By the Hahn-Banach theorem, there is
a Borel measure ntM{Sn) such that
=

fdp,

feA(Bn);

then fill. If we can show that p. 1 J{Z{I) n Sn) n [I]w*, the assertion will follow,
again by the Hahn-Banach theorem. By the Glicksberg-Konig-Seever decomposition
theorem (see [5, p. 194]), p. = pa+p.s, where pa is absolutely continuous with respect
to some representing measure poeMo(Sn), and ps is totally singular, that is, p.s is
singular to every representing measure in M0(Sn). I f / e / ,

fp.a+fps=fp±A(Bn),
so by the Cole-Range theorem [5, p. 198], it follows that///, = 0. This implies that p.s
is supported on Z ( / ) n Sn. By varying/e/, we conclude that supp// g c= Z(/) 0 Sn,
and hence psLJ{Z{I)
f] Sn). By Henkin's theorem [5, p. 189], pa is a Henkin
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measure, so by Valskii's theorem [5, p. 187], /zn = v + gon, where v±A(Bn) and
geL\o,).
Since f.isLJ(Z(I)
n Stl), / / „ ! / , and therefore gonLI. It is clear that
go,, 1 [/]„.„, so that //„ 1 [/]„,. fi A(Btl). The desired conclusion

follows.
Section 3
Let us recall the definition of the BR-outer functions.
DEFINITION

3.1. A function feA(Bn)

is said to be BR-outer if Z ( / ) c Sn and

In [4], Rubel and Shields introduced the following class of functions.
DEFINITION

3.2.

A function fe Hx(Bn) is exterior iffHco(Bn)

is weak-star dense

in H*(B,,).
We have the following result.
THEOREM

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

3.3.

The following are equivalen t for fe A (Bn) :

/ is exterior ;
fis BR-outer;
there are gjeA{Bn) such that \gtf\ ^ 1 and gj-^ 1 normally on Bn;
there are g ; e//*(/?„) such that \g}f\ ^ 1 and gjf-> 1 normally on Bn.

Proof. I f / i s exterior, we must have Z ( / ) <= Sn, so that by Theorem 2.1,/must
be BR-outer. This shows that (a) implies (b).
I f / i s BR-outer, there is a function peA(Bn) which peaks at Z ( / ) [5, p. 204], and
a sequence {h^-1 in >4(fin) such that fhj,-• 1 —p uniformly on /?„ as y -> 4- oo. Fix
e > 0. Then
\+e-p

\+6-p

uniformly on Bn as j-> + oo. The norm of (1 — p)/{\ +£—p) is < 1. This means that
we can find a subsequence {/*,w}^=1 such that the functions

^ (z)

=

]+

l/k_p(zy

have the properties \\fgk\\ ^ 1 and/(0)^ t (0) -> 1 as k -• oo. This shows that (b) implies
(c). That (c) implies (d) is obvious.
If condition (d) is satisfied, then asy-> + co,f{z)gi{z) -* 1 boundedly and normally
on Bn, so ihatfgj -* 1 weak-star in //°°(fin). It follows that/is exterior, so by Theorem
2.1,/must be BR-outer.
The following result shows that all representing measures behave like Jensen
measures on the class of ball algebra functions that are zero-free on Bn.
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PROPOSITION

3.4. IffeA(Bn)

has Z(f) c Sn, then

log |/(0)| ^ flog |/| dp
for all representing measures p for 0.
Proof. Let/(z) =f(rz). Then/ has a logarithm in A(Bn). Thus
log |/(0)|= \ log | / | dp
Jsn
for any such p. Now let r increase to 1 and apply Fatou's lemma.
THEOREM

3.5. IffeA(Bn)

is exterior, then
log |/(0)|= I log |/| dp

for all Jensen measures for 0.
Proof. By Theorem 3.3, we can find functions gjSAiBJ such that \g}f\ ^ 1 and
g,f-> 1 on Bn. Then
log|/(0)| =-Urn
J-CO

- lim

f

log |ft| dp

log |/| ^

because p was a Jensen measure and log |ft/| < 0. The reverse inequality is the
defining inequality for Jensen measures.
THEOREM

3.6. IffeA(Bn) satisfies/(0) ^ 0 and

log |/(0)|= f log |/| dp
for all representing measures p for 0, then f is exterior.
Proof. Apply Edward's theorem [1, pp. 3-4] to the function — log|/|, to obtain
a sequence ft in A{Bn) with
?,<-log|/|,

Reg,(0)->-log|/(0)|.

Then ht = k}exp(g}), with X}GT suitably chosen, satisfies \h}f\^\ and htf-*\
normally.
THEOREM 3.7. For //je ball algebra A(Bn), there are representing measures for 0
which are not Jensen measures if n> 1.

Proof. For simplicity, consider the case n = 2 only. Fix a point ae D\{0}, and let
Vj be normalized arc length measure on the slice
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and let v2 be given by the formula dv2 = PJ<dl)ddl/2n, where dOx is the arc length
measure on Tx{0}, and

is the Poisson kernel. Then vt and v2 are both representing measures for the point
(a,0). Consider the measure p given by the formula

dp = ddjln + e(dvx - dv2),
which is a representing measure for 0 if e > 0 is small. This representing measure
cannot be a Jensen measure because the function/(z 15 z 2 ) = z1 — a satisfies

log |/| ^ = - 0 0 ,
and log|/(0,0)| = log |a| > - o o .
REMARK 3.8. There is a certain discrepancy between the necessary and sufficient
conditions for a function/to be exterior, which we obtained in Theorems 3.5 and 3.6.
The reason why this occurs is that the set \og\A(Bn)\ does not form a cone.

QUESTION 3.9.

(a) UfeA(Sn)

and

log|/(0)|= f \og\f\dp
for all Jensen measures p for 0, must then/be exterior?
(b) Is there an exterior function/in A(Bn) such that
log |/(0)| <

Jsn

log |/| dp

for some representing measure p for 0?
Section 4
In a concrete situation, it is hard to use Theorems 3.5 and 3.6 to determine
whether a function is exterior, primarily because the structure of representing
measures for 0 is rather poorly understood (for some examples of representing
measures, see [5, p. 201]). In [2], the author establishes the following. Maybe it will
lead to some better understanding of representing measures.
THEOREM

4.1. LetfeA{Bn)

have Z{f) = {(1,0

log l/|/(z)| = o ( l / ( l - I z J ) )
It can be shown that iffsA(B n )

z->(l,0,...,0).

is exterior and has Z ( / ) = {(1,0, ...,0)}, then

log l/|/(z)| = 0(1/(1-|z|))
QUESTION

as

0)}. Then f is exterior if

as

z-(l,0,...,0).

4.2. Is this necessary condition sufficient as well?

It is natural to ask whether it is possible to obtain an analog to Theorem 2.1 for
the polydisc Dn. The author will discuss this situation in another paper.
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